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Justice Sub-Committee on Policing 
 

Armed police officers 
 

Letter from Police Scotland to the Convener 
 
I am writing in response to your letter of 2 June 2014 which sought clarification of my 
decision to provide a standing authority for the limited number of officers providing 
an immediate armed response capability to overtly deploy whilst in possession of a 
handgun and a less lethal weapon, namely a Conducted Energy Device (Taser). 
 
This decision was taken by me as Chief Constable, having considered the prevailing 
threat and risk and in order to protect communities and my officers to a similar level 
throughout the country. In doing so I consider that the overt nature of this represents 
an enhanced capability for these officers to respond quickly to appropriate incidents 
whilst also enabling them to protect themselves and others in circumstances where a 
delay in doing so would be detrimental to both public or officer safety. 
 
I would also highlight that this authority is not extended to officers on routine duties 
but to those relatively small numbers of officers who deliver an immediate armed 
response capability whilst also supporting local policing activity by patrolling and 
dealing with incidents where there is no requirement to utilise their specialist skills. 
 
In reaching such a decision my executive colleagues and I consider a range of 
factors, including the proportionality of any authority, the need to deliver equity of 
specialist resource across the country and a range of prevailing intelligence and 
threat assessments. In support of this the Force Strategic Assessment and Firearms 
Strategic Threat and Risk Assessment are maintained and this is supported by 
regular formal Armed Policing Monitoring Group Meetings which are chaired by the 
Assistant Chief Constable with Strategic responsibility for Armed Policing matters. As 
a standing agenda item a review of the Force armed policing deployment model and 
standing firearms authorities are undertaken. As you will appreciate, much of the 
content which informs intelligence and threat documentation and these decisions are 
necessarily restricted and are therefore not placed within the public domain. 
 
The decision to implement a standing firearms authority for dedicated Armed 
Response Vehicle crews is not one I would characterise as a change in policing as it 
was one which I considered necessary from the inception of Police Scotland on 1 
April 2013 and was adopted previously within the legacy Forces of Strathclyde 
Police, Tayside Police and latterly Northern Constabulary. The Local Policing Plans 
that have been developed have been formulated with the communities and partners 
and these are supported by a range of specialist resources including Licensing and 
Violence Reduction Division, Specialist Crime Division and Operational Support 
Division which incorporates the Armed Response Vehicle (ARV) resources. 
 
Functions such as the patrolling ARV units therefore exist to provide support to local 
communities in line with the Local Policing Plans, Multi Member Ward Plans and 
Single Outcome Agreements and I consider that they provide an enhanced capability 
in terms of more equal access to their specialist capabilities whilst also providing 
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additional resource to target areas of public concern such as violence, anti-social 
behaviour and road safety. 
 
With regard to my assessment of the risk to the people of Scotland prior to the 
establishment of Police Scotland and the overt standing authority for the issue of 
firearms on 1 April 2013, I would assert that the presence of suitably trained and 
equipped officers, capable of providing support across sometimes large geographical 
areas to protect the public and their unarmed colleagues during the thankfully rare 
occasions in which an armed response is required, is an enhancement which 
protects both the public, the police and very often members of the public who are 
threatening harm to themselves. 
 
Whilst strategic decisions regarding issues such as the establishment of a standing 
firearms authority are based upon a wide range of factors, it is against a backdrop 
where my officers are required to respond to protect the public at incidents such as 
the attempted armed robbery of staff and customers within a pharmacy on the Royal 
Mile in Edinburgh on 15 May 2013, the murder of Mohammed Abdi in Edinburgh on 
26 May 2013, the fatal shooting of two males in Auldhouse, East Kilbride on 6 
August 2013, the male holding two staff members at knifepoint within a convenience 
store in Annan on 10 August 2013 or the robbery at gunpoint at Paddy Power 
Bookmakers, Queensgate, Inverness on 30 March 2014.   
 
These challenging events are rare but I include them as examples in order to provide 
an illustration of the risk they pose, the public safety concerns they raise and the 
ability of my officers to respond effectively.  
 
The majority of patrolling Police officers undertake their duties with limited items of 
officer safety equipment and recognising that these are frequently the first officers on 
the scene of incidents where armed support may be required, it is my wish to provide 
more equal access to the type of support outlined. Whilst the national STAY SAFE 
training is given to all officers regarding the priorities of communicating their safe 
observations, adopting a tactical response to a scene or making best use of the 
available ballistic protection (e.g. walls, protective banking), in many cases it is often 
only by the prompt support of armed officers that members of the public and 
unarmed officers can be withdrawn to allow such challenging incidents to be dealt 
with safely and effectively. 
 
The officers who perform the role of Authorised Firearms Officer are all volunteers 
who are then subject to selection for the role. They are required to undertake 
thorough initial training and thereafter frequent refresher training to maintain their 
technical and tactical skills.  All have a minimum of three years Police experience 
and are trained in weapon retention techniques and the weapons carried upon their 
person are carried within bespoke holsters which retain the handgun and Taser units 
securely.  
 
The availability of these officers represents an enhanced level of public protection to 
deal with those that would pose a threat to the safety of others or indeed themselves 
and, whilst recognising the potential for routine incidents to develop into conflict 
situations, the officers undertaking these roles also retain the same access to officer 
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safety equipment such as CS spray or baton as unarmed colleagues with which to 
respond to such events.  
 
The establishment of Police Scotland has enabled a national Armed Policing model 
to be implemented where all officers delivering the dedicated immediate armed 
response are now deployed under a single command and training structure.  This 
supports interoperability of staff and provides single sources of direction and 
supervision on a daily basis. Those performing the ARV role have undertaken a 
variety of additional standardisation of training events to ensure that the terminology, 
the tactics and the working practices undertaken remain in line with both common 
Standing Operating Procedures and a training syllabus which has been developed 
and licensed in accordance with the National Police Firearms Training Curriculum.  
 
In addition to this the Force are engaged with the College of Policing to provide 
independent overview of all Firearms Training and the Force continues to adopt the 
College of Policing Authorised Professional Practice -Armed Policing document as 
the source of practice and policy around the function, including the guidance relative 
to the issue of self-authorisation.  
 
In conclusion I would reiterate that my decision to implement a standing firearms 
authority for those limited officers delivering an immediate armed response capability 
across the Force is one which continued existing arrangements within the legacy 
Strathclyde Police, Tayside Police and Northern Constabulary. 
 
This is a measure which I consider appropriate to provide enhanced protection to the 
public and unarmed Police officers. 
 
I trust this information is of assistance to the members of the Justice Sub-Committee 
and I re-iterate my commitment to remain engaged with local communities and 
partners from across Scotland and ensure that keeping people safe remains at the 
centre of everything we do.  
 
Sir Stephen House QPM 
Chief Constable 
9 June 2014 
 


